Date ___________________________
ATTENTION: The White House
ATTENTION: President Donald J. Trump
ATTENTION: Supreme Court of the United States of America
RE: 2020 Presidential Election Manipulation and Fraud
Dear and Honorable Supreme Court Justices of the United States of America:
Our nation has been infiltrated and hijacked by an "Invisible Enemy" that is far more dangerous,
damaging and deadly than any CONCEPT of an alleged "virus." Our nation has been hijacked by a
philosophical and spiritual enemy that goes by many names: Socialist, Communist, Marxist, Dictatorial
and Tyrannical.
This enemy uses all forms of media, including Hollywood, television programming, cartoons,
commercials, music, music videos, video games, advertisements and news stations to herald deceptions,
lies and propaganda that are strategically designed to plant seeds of godlessness, immorality,
perversion, indecency, filth and violence into the minds of our citizens - particularly and especially into
the young, malleable, impressionable, easily influenced and vulnerable minds of our children and youth
- all of which is intended to sow confusion, discord and irresponsibility. Thereby does this enemy
establish a nation of dumbed-down, stupefied, enslaved servants. Thus, dividing our Nation.
Along with the mainstream media industries referenced above, which the enemy owns and operates,
this manipulative and destructive enemy is using technology and social media platforms to not only
influence and manipulate the citizenry through discrimination and censorship - a manipulative and
controlling form of social engineering - it is now manipulating, stealing and changing votes during
Presidential Elections.
Our Republic is under attack and losing.
It is more than obvious to the intelligent, thinking, rational citizens left among us - scattered about the
USA as we may be - that this 2020 Presidential Election has been hijacked, manipulated and made
fraudulent by the enemy. As an honorable citizen, I hereby implore you to order that our 2020
Presidential Election be deemed invalid and void. It must be audited over several months and/or redone
in one day - just as election day, November 3, is ordinarily done in one day.
Whether the mainstream media driven "Coronavirus Global Pandemic" is real or not - and, yes, there are
a multitude of scientists, doctors and health practitioners, including PhDs from MIT, who refute its
authenticity (please see TheBigVirusHoax.com) - it is certain that the alleged "pandemic" was used to
interfere with the usual and ordinary voting process that takes place in one day on November 3rd. With
the strategic aid of a “pandemic” the enemy secured for itself three additional months whereby to
scheme, plot and plan voter fraud. Certainly, the scheming, plotting and planning went on for nearly
four years throughout the entire Presidency of Donald J. Trump. Hence, they were well organized and
well prepared to have all their willing participants along with boxes full of fraudulent votes placed in
select places in counties throughout swing states to oversee election sites and election results.

Programming and conditioning people for several months to isolate themselves for fear of an alleged
"virus" and calling for mail-in ballots provided the perfect opportunity to manipulate the vote count.
Three months is more than a sufficient length of time to prepare and place at strategic locations boxes
full of fraudulent and invalid votes. Votes from dead people, repeat voters, mass duplication of votes,
ballot stuffing, pro Biden/Harris election workers slipping fraudulent and invalid ballots into the system,
mail carrier fraud, voting machine glitches and voting machine tampering and manipulation would
account for hundreds of thousands of votes being unethically and illegally cast in favor of Biden/Harris.
There is substantial evidence that all of the aforementioned did take place. This does not even include
the hundreds of thousands of votes for President Donald J. Trump that could have easily been
maliciously and wrongfully set aside, taken away and destroyed by Democrat election workers who hate
and despise our President.
Given the obvious hate-based motivations that have been evident throughout the entire first term of
President Donald J. Trump, given the motives and opportunity to sabotage this 2020 Presidential
Election, I hereby urge, encourage and implore you to do the right thing and find this 2020 Presidential
Election to be invalid and void. Please order that the entire 2020 Presidential Election be audited and/or
redone in 1 day.
Given the opportunity and propensity for technological manipulation of voting machines, which depend
upon human made and controlled software, algorithms and flip switches that can change votes from
one candidate to another, it is imperative that we return to paper ballots.
Please see to it that we have a legal and fair 2020 Presidential Election. Please extend the term of
Donald J. Trump’s Presidency, if such is within your power, until this matter can be rectified.
Thank You!
Very Sincerely,

Name (Print)

Name (Signed)

Date
NOTARY BELOW (Optional)

